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EVENTS: Yvonne and Ken Singer with Isaac
Newton's lab notes. Left, Judi and Jackie Rose
present L’Haim: To Life. Right, Stephen Moritz
with, inset, his portrait, and, far right, Frank
Vigon gives a talk on American comics via Zoom

When rabbi has to pray that
his laptop won’t topple over
BY GITA CONN

H

E looks and sounds
as though he is on
the bima leadin g a
full congregation in
prayer . . . but Rabbi
Fabian Sborovsky is actually
all alone in his kitchen praying not only to God, but that
his laptop won’t topple over!

Orthodox congregations have,
understandably, been unable to
conduct Shabbat or festival services electronically.
As lockdown eases, many are
now taking brave and cautious
steps to reunite physically.
However, Menorah Synagogue/Cheshire Reform, with a
more progressive approach, is
sticking with Zoom which, in the
words of chairman David Rabin,
“has kept our community together throughout this time of crisis”.

❝
An uplifting
lifeline of
togetherness

Not just services, but all Menorah’s religious, cultural and
social activities have been
Zoomed and consequently have
been able to attract and include
members and visitors from all
over the world.
The technology has been led
mainly by member Robert
Shields, dubbed King of Zoom,
who modestly protests that “it
has been a great pleasure to
respond in a positive and productive way”.
A highlight of services is the
choir, led by Ruti Worrall, who,
with Robert, had earlier created a
collection of songs which can now
be fed into services supplemented
by solo contributions Zoomed in
from choir members’ singing, of
course, from home.
Robert explained: “It’s not possible for members of a choir to
sin g simultaneously on Zoom
because of the time delay that
varies between participants, but
Ruti and her talented husband
Peter have used their skills to
circumvent this problem by
stitching together new record-

BEFORE LOCKDOWN: Jennie Ferrario, Menorah cheder head, with teachers and
students pre-lockdown
in gs made by individual choir
members.
“They are thus adding to our
repertoire by producing a unique
range of lockdown choir recordings.”
Zoomed events have ran ged
from the sadly relevant and serious lecture on Covid 19 by epidemiologist (and Menorah member) Professor Alan Silman to
‘Batman’ Frank Vigon’s colourful
insights into the Jewish contribution to American comic books.
Judi Rose, daughter of the late

IN THE PICTURE: Eleanor Moritz

cookery writer and Menorah
member Evelyn Rose, cooked up
dishes from her kitchen, teaming
up with her cousin Jackie Rose,
nutritionist and daughter of
Menorah’s Margaret Rose, as
they chatted about their new
book L’Haim!.
People, nervous of speaking in
front of an audience, maybe more
relaxed sitting in their home facing only a computer, laptop or
iPad.
There was no shyness in bombarding Judi and Jackie with a
range of questions.
“Are tomatoes to be avoided for
arthritis?”, “How nutritious is
dark chocolate?”, “Is there a substitute for sesame seeds?” and,
plaintively from a Jewish audience, “Are all your recipes vegetarian?” (Answer: “no”. Phew).
Since the lockdown began,
guests from all over the world
have Zoomed into three bnei
mitzvot and Lesley and Julian
Levy’s 60th wedding anniversary.
Act II, a platform for dramatic
readin gs, has brought movin g
personal stories to us via the
screen.
Sue Stern recalled the trauma
of scarlet fever in an isolation
ward at the age of four; David
Mort returned to his school day

memories with Howard Jacobson;
and, on a lighter note, Leila
Glancy will be producing a musical tour of Rodgers and Hart .
Zoom has turned many of us
into nosey parkers, scrutinising
the home visible behind the person.
Ken Singer suggested we take a
peek at one another’s prized artefacts and thus gave birth to a
lively ‘Zoom with a View’ afternoon.
His contribution was Isaac
Newton’s handwritten lab notes
for an experiment with prisms;
David Mort showed the painting
of the nursery created by his son
on the retirement of his late wife
Linda from the Early Years Nursery School.
Artist Harold Riley was a
friend of the late Ernest and Fay
Moritz; their son Stephen proudly showed the portrait Riley had
painted of him at the age of six.
Riley also painted his younger
sister Eleanor, but older brother
John, present at the Zoom with a
View with his wife Miriam,
bemoaned that he had been too
old to have his painted.
“Riley preferred to paint children,” he explained.
Youn gsters, so used to electronic communication, have
loved it. Jennie Ferrario, Menorah cheder head, says cheder has
never been so popular.
“During lockdown students of
our weekly cheder, aged five to
nine, have been logging in to Sunday morning Zoom sessions with
our four dedicated teenage teachers. While the teachers have
found it very challenging the students have absolutely loved it and

the feedback from parents is that
the one-to-one Hebrew sessions
have worked a treat in improving
conversational Hebrew.
“The group sessions were craftbased, using items that can usually be found around the house
and parents have told me that for
most of the students — and for
some parents too — it has been
the highlight of their week.”
Once older people are introduced to the technology, there is
no Zoom-stopping.
Joyce Kennedy, “87 and a half”,
has no problem. She is happily
resuming her monthly talks on
opera with film excerpts next
month.
Central to all this activity and
volunteering is, of course, Rabbi
Sborovsky’s spiritual and pastoral leadership.
Once he is assured of the stability of his laptop, he says: “As the
service is about to begin and people sign on to Zoom, my computer is transformed into a bright
mosaic of familiar, friendly faces.
“I feel a tremendous sense of
togetherness, community and
family. It is wonderful that we are
also able to pray with friends,
family and former members who
now live far away.
“One time my internet froze in
the middle of a barmitzvah;
sometimes a delivery person
rings the doorbell. Occasionally, I
look around the room and am
reminded of what a strange reality it is that we are livin g
through.
“But there is no doubt, Zoom
has been an uplifting lifeline of
togetherness in these most
unusual times.”

FULL HOUSE: An attentive audience for Judi and Jackie Rose

